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ABSTRACT

Long-Term Impacts Of An Emerging Disease, White-Nose Syndrome: Drivers,
Mechanisms, And Conservation Action Influencing The Persistence Of North
American Bats

Tina L. Cheng

Emerging infectious diseases can place severe pressures on wildlife
populations, leading to major population declines, local extirpation, and species
extinctions. However, variability in disease impacts, existing among species and
across a spatial and temporal scale, can help us identify species or populations
persisting with disease either via resistance, tolerance, pathogen evasion, or by
existing within environmental refugia. Understanding mechanisms leading to host
persistence can inform conservation management priorities and strategies. White-nose
Syndrome (WNS) is a recently emerged disease caused by the fungal pathogen,
Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), that has led to severe declines in hibernating bat
populations in North America. This work examines patterns and mechanisms
associated with variability in WNS impacts with implications for the conservation of
affected species. My first chapter investigates spatial heterogeneity in initial impacts
of Pd spread across half of continental North America. We found that WNS-related
impacts were lessened in the southwestern regions of North America, suggesting
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potential spatial refugia from WNS-related impacts but only for Perimyotis subflavus.
We found that annual air surface temperatures driving Pd growth explained, in part,
this spatial variation in WNS-related impacts. Despite evidence for lessened WNSrelated declines in the southwest, impacts to bat populations are severe throughout
North America for most bat species. My second chapter examines colonies of M.
lucifugus that have experienced variability in declines over time, persisting
potentially due to host-specific responses. Specifically, I investigate if differences in
early winter fat reserves could explain survivorship and persistence of M. lucifugus
colonies with WNS. We found that bats persisting with WNS in 2016 were
significantly fatter than bats colonies sampled during WNS arrival in 2008 and 2009
at four out of our six sampled sites. At another two sites, we found that bats were
either fatter in 2008 and 2009 compared to 2016. We used hibernation energetic
models to estimate the amount of fat afforded to survival and found that increased fat
reserves from bats measured in 2016 could reduce mortality by 65%. These data
suggest that increased fat reserves can explain, in part, the persistence of M. lucifugus
colonies with WNS. Lastly, my third chapter experimentally investigates one possible
cause of variability in WNS impacts, variation host susceptibility via protective
bacteria in the skin microbiome. In this chapter, I explore the efficacy of using a
probiotic bacterium, harvested from the skin of a species experiencing lessened WNS
impacts, Eptesicus fuscus, as a conservation tool applied to a more highly affected bat
species, M. lucifugus. We found relative increases in survival for probiotic-treated
groups compared to our sham control group. We also found evidence for decreased
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fungal infection and severity in probiotic-treated groups. Our results suggest that
probiotic treatment can reduce incidence of White-nose Syndrome in M. lucifugus
although timing of treatment is an important factor. Together, this work finds that
variability in spatial, species-specific, and temporal impacts from WNS can inform
conservation efforts. Namely, this work suggests that bat conservation should involve
a multi-pronged approach that protects colonies where bats are persisting with WNS
via habitat restoration, and potentially treating bats for threatened populations not
persisting with WNS. Given the continued threat of WNS to bats as it spreads
throughout North America, using a variety of tools to combat this disease may be
critical to prevent disease-induced extinction and the local extirpation of affected bat
species.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last century, emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) have increased partly
due to increased trade and travel leading to the spread of novel pathogens (Daszak,
Cunningham, and Hyatt 2001; Jones et al. 2008; Fisher et al. 2012). EIDs can place
severe pressures on wildlife populations, leading to major population declines, local
extirpation, and species extinctions (De Castro and Bolker 2004; Anderson and May
1979). As novel pathogens spread, they encounter a diverse assemblage of host
species and populations, existing in heterogeneous environments, and leading to
variability in disease dynamics and consequent host impacts (Anderson and May
1979; LaDeau, Kilpatrick, and Marra 2007; Fisher, Garner, and Walker 2009). In
addition, temporal changes in the host, pathogen, or environment can also lead to
differences in long-term host impacts (Bonneaud et al. 2011; Knapp et al. 2016; Rohr
et al. 2011; Fenner and Fantini 1999). Variability in disease impacts, existing among
species and across a spatial and temporal scale, can help us identify species or
populations persisting with disease either via resistance, tolerance, pathogen evasion,
or by existing within environmental refugia. Understanding mechanisms leading to
host persistence can inform conservation management priorities and strategies. For
those populations where extinction appears imminent, conservation tools may be
critical to ensure host persistence. Given the challenges involved in wildlife disease
management (Langwig, Voyles, et al. 2015), understanding the spatial and temporal
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ecology of spreading pathogens, and exploring potential conservation tools, can be
critical for the prevention of widespread biodiversity loss from EIDs.
White-nose Syndrome (WNS) is a recently emerged disease caused by the
fungal pathogen, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), that has led to severe declines
in hibernating bat populations in North America (Frick et al. 2010; Langwig et al.
2012; Frick et al. 2015; Frick et al. 2017). WNS first emerged in a cave in New York
in 2006, and has since spread throughout eastern and midwestern North America, and
most recently to the far west coast in the state of Washington (Lorch et al. 2011).
WNS is a multi-host disease documented in nine hibernating bat species in North
America with variable impacts among species (Frick et al. 2015; Frick et al. 2017;
Turner, Reeder, and Coleman 2011; Langwig et al. 2012). WNS displays strong
seasonality; bats encounter Pd in hibernacula during winter hibernation either from
other infected bats or infected cave substrate in early winter and infection intensity
increases during hibernation (Langwig, Hoyt, et al. 2015; Langwig, Frick, et al.
2015), when bats’ immune systems are down-regulated during hibernation (Bouma,
Carey, and Kroese 2010). Pd infects the epidermis of hibernating bats, causing a
cascade of physiological disruptions, including disturbance to hibernation patterns,
early depletion of fat reserves, starvation, and death (Warnecke et al. 2012; Warnecke
et al. 2013; Verant et al. 2014). Bats surviving winter hibernation clear infections
(Langwig, Voyles, et al. 2015) and apparently fully recover(Fuller et al. 2011).
Despite early rates of high mortality, some colonies of M. lucifugus now appear to be
persisting in the northeast (Langwig et al. 2012; Maslo et al. 2015), although, this
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does not appear to be true for other species and all localities (Langwig et al. 2012;
Frick et al. 2017).
My dissertation examines patterns and mechanisms associated with variability
in WNS impacts with implications for the conservation of affected species. My first
chapter investigates spatial heterogeneity in initial impacts of Pd spread across half of
continental North America. In this chapter, I determine whether refugia from initial
WNS impacts exist in five impacted species where the pathogen and suitable hosts
are present, but where host, pathogen, or environmental correlates result in lessened
disease-induced host impacts. I then investigate drivers of this spatial variation in
initial WNS impacts. We found that annual air surface temperatures, together with
longitude, explained the most spatial variation in WNS impacts. We also found that
maximum Pd loads occurred at the same annual surface temperatures where greatest
WNS impacts occurred. These data suggest that temperature-driven Pd growth
explains some of the spatial variability in impacts from WNS; specifically, WNS
impacts peak at mid-annual air surface temperatures (~12°C) where Pd growth is
optimal. However, the strong association of longitudinal patterns in WNS impacts
suggests that other mechanisms not incorporated in our analyses are also at play. My
second chapter examines colonies of M. lucifugus that have experienced variability in
declines over time, persisting potentially due to host-specific responses. Specifically,
I investigate if differences in early winter fat reserves could explain survivorship and
persistence of M. lucifugus colonies with WNS. We found that bats persisting with
WNS in 2016 were significantly fatter than bats colonies sampled during WNS arrival
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in 2008 and 2009 at four out of our six sampled sites. At another two sites, we found
that bats were either fatter in 2008 and 2009 compared to 2016. We used hibernation
energetic models to estimate the amount of fat afforded to survival and found that
increased fat reserves from bats measured in 2016 could reduce mortality by 65%.
These data suggest that increased fat reserves can explain, in part, the persistence of
M. lucifugus colonies with WNS. Lastly, my third chapter experimentally investigates
one possible cause of variability in WNS impacts, variation host susceptibility via
protective bacteria in the skin microbiome. In this chapter, I explore the efficacy of
using a probiotic bacterium, harvested from the skin of a species experiencing
lessened WNS impacts, Eptesicus fuscus, as a conservation tool applied to a more
highly affected bat species, M. lucifugus. We found relative increases in survival for
probiotic-treated groups compared to our sham control group. We also found
evidence for decreased fungal infection and severity in probiotic-treated groups. Our
results suggest that probiotic treatment can reduce incidence of White-nose Syndrome
in M. lucifugus although timing of treatment is an important factor.
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Chapter 1. Spatial variation in impacts of white-nose syndrome

ABSTRACT
Emerging infectious diseases can have catastrophic impacts on wildlife populations.
However, spatial variation in impacts from environmental influences on pathogen or
host physiology may allow for refugia where populations can persist. White-nose
syndrome (WNS) is an emerging infectious disease of bats that has caused
widespread declines in multiple bat species across the eastern and midwestern USA.
We examined patterns of spatial variation in WNS-related impacts in five bat species.
We found that maximum single-year colony declines from WNS occurred at midlatitudes and mid-longitudes - centered around Indiana and Illinois. We investigated
three hypotheses to explain variation in WNS-related impacts: (1) hibernacula
temperature, (2) hibernation season length, and (3) host colony size. Annual air
surface temperature was the strongest predictor of WNS-related impacts, with a
nonlinear relationship peaking at hibernacula temperatures around 8°C and
corresponding with a peak in fungal loads. Hibernation season length was less
strongly associated with WNS-related impacts and there was little support for colony
size influencing impacts. Spatial refugia may exist for Perimyotis subflavus &
Eptesicus fuscus in the southeast (NY, WV), south central (MS, TN, AL, OK, AR,
GA, TX) US states. We found little refugia for Myotis septentrionalis or M. lucifugus.
Post-WNS declines in Myotis sodalis did not differ from pre-WNS declines. Overall,
our results suggested that temperature-driven pathogen growth, but not colony size or
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hibernation length, is a key driver of spatial variation in WNS-related impacts. These
data also suggest that WNS-induced declines are not density-dependent, and
furthermore that there are likely additional variables not measured in our study that
also contribute to variability in spatial WNS-related impacts. The long-term impacts
of disease and the persistence and recovery of populations will depend on how
populations respond by evolution, behavior, and demography.

INTRODUCTION
Emerging infectious diseases can cause catastrophic impacts on wildlife
populations 1-3. However, spatial variability in disease sometimes allows for spatial
refugia where the pathogen is present but where conditions are suboptimal allowing
for species to persist with the pathogen3,4. Spatial variation in disease impacts is often
linked to climate5,6, but spatial variation in host and pathogen traits can also be
important 7,8. Understanding the mechanisms driving spatial variability is especially
important for new disease invasions when severe declines and host extinction is
possible 9.
White-nose syndrome (WNS) is a recently emerged disease in North America
that has led to widespread declines of several species of hibernating bats 10-13. WNS is
caused by the fungal pathogen, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd) 14, and is thought
to have been introduced to North America from Eurasia15,16. Bats become infected
with Pd during fall when they return to hibernacula, and the pathogen increases in
prevalence and infection intensity over the winter when bats’ body temperatures fall
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during torpor bouts 17. Pd invades the epidermal tissue of bats, resulting in a cascade
of physiological impacts including premature fat depletion, starvation, and death
during mid to late winter, approximately 70-100 days after infection 14,18,19. Bats
surviving winter hibernation clear the infection during the spring and summer 17. In
vitro laboratory studies exposing Pd to different temperature (but not humidity)
regimes show that growth rates of Pd increase with temperature from 0.7°C to
approximately 12.5°C to 15.8°C and then decline relatively quickly with growth
ceasing at 20°C20. Initial WNS-induced declines in the northeastern USA increased
with temperature between 1°C and 10°C in one species, Myotis lucifugus, increased
with humidity in M. sodalis, and were larger in colonies of Perimyotis subflavus and
M. septentrionalis (although populations of M. septentrionalis still declined at the
smallest colony size)11. Pd becomes widespread on hibernacula surfaces during the
first year of infection in bats, creating to an environmental reservoir that appears to
play a key role in re-infecting bats in the fall13. Pd can also persist without bats for
years21,22, similar to other fungal pathogens 23.
In this study, we examine colony size growth rates in five species of bat
across half a continent to determine the extent and causes of spatial variation in
WNS-related impacts. Specifically, we tested three non-exclusive hypotheses: (1)
WNS-related impacts increase with Pd growth rate, with peak population declines
occurring at sites where hibernacula temperature is optimal for fungal growth,
between 12.5°C and 15.8°C; (2) WNS-related impacts increase with hibernation
season length, with minimal population declines in regions where hibernation length
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is <70 days, the earliest approximate time of death following infection14; and (3)
WNS-related impacts increase with colony size, due to density-dependent
transmission24.

METHODS

Count surveys
We collaborated with federal and state agencies to perform Pd disease
surveillance during hibernacula count surveys in winter (October – April) between
2011 to 2017 at 215 sites in 28 states across continental USA for five hibernating bat
species (Table S1; Figure S1). Federal and state agencies also provided historical
counts from prior to WNS invasion (Table S1).
Statistical analyses
Percent change in colony size
We calculated % change in colony size (yi) of bats (Figure S4) as the xth root
of the ratio of counts of bats (N) at a site between years ti and ti-1 (which were not
always consecutive by year)

𝑦! =

!

!!

!

!!!!!

!!

!

!!!!!

and 𝑥 = 𝑡! − 𝑡!!! + 𝑡!

!

and corrected for variation in sampling date.

+ 𝑡!

!!!

14

(1)

Here ta accounts for the fraction of mortality attributed to the current winter year plus
the additional fraction of mortality experienced from the last count date. We assumed
that WNS-driven mortality begins December 15th and increases linearly until April 15
19

:

𝑡!(!) = 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐 15 (𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑙 15 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐 15)

(2)

There was substantially higher variance in counts of smaller colonies, likely
due to demographic stochasticity, immigration and emigration, and observation error.
We focused our analyses on colonies with starting (mostly pre-WNS) counts above
10 bats.
Worst decline on record
There exists considerable variability in when during winter Pd arrives to a
site, which results in variation in impacts in the first year the fungus or disease is
detected. We used the smallest annual % change in colony size (the worst decline)
post-WNS detection as an index of WNS-related impact to minimize the effect of this
additional noise. We compared the magnitude of these % changes in colony size to
the smallest % change in colony size pre-WNS detection to quantify the overall
impact of WNS. We log-transformed population growth rates for analysis and used
Gaussian regression.
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We calculated the worst decline for each site and species as the minimum %
change in colony size (smallest positive value or largest negative value) both prior to
(pre-WNS) and following year of first Pd detection at a site, post-WNS (Figure S2).
Predictor variables
We first examined broad spatial variability in WNS impacts by fitting models
with linear and quadratic functions of site latitude and longitude. We then fit models
with an adjustment term for latitude that accounted for the cooling effects of elevation
using the relationship between temperature loss and elevation (6°C loss per 1000m
gain in elevation) and between temperature loss and latitude (0.5°C loss per parallel
degree) (Holdridge 1964).

𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒!"# = 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 + 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗

!!℃
!"""!

∗

!°
!!.!℃

(3)

We compared linear models predicting worst post-WNS declines that included
linear and quadratic terms for latitude, longitude, and number of years since Pd
detection, that were both additive and interacting with species as predictor variables.
We compared correlations with these broad-scale variables with more
mechanistic variables tied to our hypotheses, hibernation season length, temperature
(including annual surface temperature (annual surface temperature), winter surface
temperature (WST), and predicted hibernacula temperature (hiberT)) and colony size.
Hibernation season length was calculated as the number of days between immergence
(first day of hibernation) and emergence from hibernacula (last day of hibernation).
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Immergence date was calculated using a relationship between site level observations
and latitude 25. We estimated emergence date from a linear relationship between
latitude and date of emergence based on emergence dates at Neda Mine, Wisconsin
(Meyer et al. 2016) and St. George Bat Cave in central Manitoba, Canada (Norquay
& Willis 2014; Supplemental Methods 1). For annual and winter surface
temperatures, we obtained mean monthly air surface temperature for the United States
from PRISM (R v.3.4.0; package prism; function get_prism_monthlys, type =
“tmean”) and extracted mean monthly temperature data associated with the latitude,
longitude, and winter year for each count (R v.3.4.0; package raster). We calculated
winter year as the year a count was conducted if sampled in January – April of that
year, or as year + 1 if sampled in October – December. We then calculated WST by
averaging temperatures from October to April. We measured hibernacula
temperature at a subset of our sites (n = 100) using a HOBO datalogger (make/model)
and ibuttons (make/model) placed within the cave in areas where bats were roosting.
We averaged hibernacula temperatures over winter (from October 1 to April 1). We
estimated hibernacula temperature for sites where we did not have direct
measurements by fitting a model of hibernacula temperature versus air surface
temperature (winter and annual averages), and latitude and longitude (Table S2, S3,
Figure S3). The best-supported model predicting hibernacula temperatures included
latitude as a linear and quadratic term and longitude as a linear term (Table S3).
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All analyses were performed in R v.3.4.0. We compared models using Akaike
Information Criteria (function AIC; Anderson & Burnham) and calculated AIC
weights using function Weights, in the MuMIn package.

RESULTS
WNS-related impacts
Colony sizes of all five bat species were either stable or increasing prior to the
detection of WNS (Table S4 & S5; Figure 1 & 2), but most populations of several
species declined sharply after Pd detection (Table S6; Figures 1 - 3). The worst postWNS declines were significantly larger post versus pre-WNS for three species (M.
lucifugus, P. subflavus, and M. sodalis). This was not true for M. septentrionalis, but
most colonies (71%) were very small (<10 bats, and therefore excluded from
analysis) so that pre-WNS population growth rates were based on only two
populations (Figure 1 - 3). The worst post-WNS declines also varied among species,
with M. septentrionalis suffering the worst post-WNS declines averaging at 80 ±
23%, P. subflavus at 49 ± 8%, M. lucifugus at 61 ± 13%, M. sodalis at 51 ± 19%, and
E. fuscus at 37 ± 11% (Table S7; Figure 3).
Spatial variation in WNS-related impacts
There was substantial broad-scale spatial variation in the worst post-WNS
declines. The best-supported model predicting the worst post-WNS declines included
nonlinear functions of both latitude and longitude interacting with species (Table
S7). Declines peaked at mid-latitudes (~ 40 degrees) and mid-longitudes (~ -85
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degrees) where they were 56-89% higher than in the extreme longitudes (east ~ -75
degrees and west ~ -95 degrees). For M. sodalis, the largest declines occurred at ~ -85
degrees (Figures 4 & 5); we further examined the strength of this relationship by
removing two potentially strong influential points, and found that declines for M.
sodalis still peaked around ~ -85 degrees longitude.
We further investigated if spatial patterns in the worst post-WNS declines
were influenced by patterns of Pd spread. Specifically, we asked if lessened declines
observed in the west were an artifact of sampling sites where Pd has recently invaded,
but where WNS-related mortality has not yet occurred and if declines in the east were
an artifact of sampling in later years of Pd progression where WNS-related mortality
is lessened. We found that the number of years since Pd detection was a significant
predictor of the worst post-WNS declines when included as a linear and quadratic
term in the best-supported model that included latitude and longitude (Figure S5).
Specifically, we found that the worst post-WNS declines varied nonlinearly with the
number of years since Pd detection, with declines lessening with Pd progression
approximately four years following initial Pd invasion at a site (Figure S6).
Drivers of WNS-related impacts
The worst post-WNS declines were non-linearly correlated with both air
temperature (annual surface temperature and winter surface temperature) and
hibernacula temperature, with all three temperature models receiving roughly equal
support (Table S7). The model with hibernacula temperature suggests that the worst
declines post-WNS occur at 12°C (approximately 3 degrees higher than hibernacula
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temperatures; Figure S4). At temperatures greater than 18-20°C (equivalent to
hibernacula temperatures ~ 15-17°C; Figure S4) for P. subflavus, the worst postWNS declines were equal to the worst pre-WNS declines (Figure 6). The best fitting
model for Pd load included linear and quadratic annual air surface temperature terms
with additive effects of species, Pd prevalence, sampling date (Table S10, S11;
Figure 6). Pd loads peaked at annual surface temps of ~12°C, equivalent to
hibernacula temperatures at roughly 9°C (Figure S4). Both colony size and
hibernation length also received moderate support in relationship to the worst postWNS declines (Table S7). However, many of our variables were highly correlated
with one another and deducing individual contribution to worst post-WNS declines
was difficult (Table S12).

DISCUSSION
We found substantial spatial variation in the worst post-WNS declines with a
peak at mid-longitudes centered on midwestern regions of the USA, and to a lesser
extent, at mid-latitudes, placing the region of greatest WNS-related impacts in and
around Illinois and Indiana. Spatial variation in WNS-related impacts was stronger in
some species than others, and evidence for possible spatial refugia was only apparent
for three species. WNS-related impacts were greatest for M. septentrionalis and M.
lucifugus with severe declines occurring broadly across their range and exhibiting
little evidence for spatial refugia from WNS-related impacts. Previous analyses had
predicted M. septentrionalis would be driven extinct due to WNS11, and our results
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support this prediction. In contrast, substantially lower declines that were not
different from pre-WNS population fluctuations were evident in some colonies of P.
subflavus, M. sodalis, and E. fuscus. Colonies of P. subflavus and E. fuscus in the
southern USA from Mississippi to Texas may be refugia for these species from WNS.
In contrast, M. sodalis colonies in central midwestern USA may be refugia for this
species. Finally, WNS impacts in E. fuscus were low enough throughout its range,
which may be due to its very low roosting temperature 26 during hibernation (and
possibly associated very low fungal loads), or other species traits.
Spatial patterns in WNS-related impacts could have been potentially biased by
our range in Pd sampling over space and time. Specifically, our data from the west
where Pd has most recently spread are restricted to initial invasion years and thus
could bias the data for lessened WNS-related impacts if the most severe impacts
occur in years three or more following Pd detection at a site. In addition, our data
from the east where Pd has been established for eight or more years is lacking in data
from the initial invasion years because those invasions occurred prior to the beginning
of our study. Our results suggest that WNS-related impacts decreased following four
years since Pd detection at a site, which corroborates findings by Langwig et al.
(2012), and which would furthermore suggest that lessened declines in the east are
attributed to Pd dynamics lessening over time. Thus, predicted declines in the east
from our model are underestimated. However, we did not find that WNS-related
impacts were less during initial invasion years. This suggests that WNS-related
impacts in the west are not attributed to Pd spread patterns and that longitudinal
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patterns of WNS-related impacts are upheld in the western areas where data on
declines are heavily skewed for initial invasion years of Pd.
The main driver of spatial variation in WNS-related impacts appeared to be
temperature, and our analyses provided some support for two hypotheses – the role of
temperature dependent fungal growth and hibernation season length. However, while
WNS-related impacts intensified with temperature from 3°C to 9°C, as predicted and
previously observed11,20, the temperature of peak decline was not consistent with
temperatures of peak Pd growth in vitro, and a great deal of variation existed in the
spatial relationship between Pd growth and temperature. We found that peak-WNS
impacts occurred at hibernacula with average annual air temperatures of 12°C,
corresponding to hibernacula temperatures, which are often relatively stable
throughout the year, of approximately 9°C. This is 4-6°C lower than one would
expect from peak growth rates in laboratory studies20, suggesting that temperature
driven variation in other variables, such as host physiology, humidity, etc., may also
play a role. The better fit of models with annual air surface temperature than winter
hibernacula temperature suggests that either estimated hibernacula temperatures
where we were not able to measure local temperatures were inaccurate or that
temperatures outside hibernacula (and more likely those in the summer months since
annual surface temperature was a better predictor than winter air temperature) are also
important. We also found no evidence that colony size explained spatial variation in
WNS-related impacts, suggesting that disease declines are not density-dependent. We
also found no evidence for hibernation season length to influence WNS-related
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impacts. Finally, we also found that additional spatial variation correlated with
longitude was evident after accounting for air temperature (or hibernacula
temperature), and hibernation season length. This additional variation could be due
spatial variation in immigration, pathogen virulence, host resistance or tolerance, or
some other factor 27 (Cheng et al., in prep). Regardless, the strong influence of
temperature-driven declines at broad spatial scales suggests that management
interventions to reduce hibernacula temperatures or restrict bats to cooler or warmer
sections of caves, as suggested previously 28, should be explored.
Emerging infectious diseases provide unique challenges for conservation and
management. The existence of spatial refugia for some species from disease offers a
target for protection that may be critical for species conservation and recovery. For
other species without refugia from disease who may be driven extinct, higher-risk
interventions should be explored 28.

FIGURES
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Figure 1. Trends in colony size over time. Log10(colony size) by site, species, and
year (black circles) are plotted over years since first Pd detection for 5 hibernating bat
species (columns). Plots are further subsetted into rows according to the original
colony size (determined as the last recorded colony size prior to Pd detection at a
site). The vertical dashed line indicates year of first Pd detection at a site. Black
asterisks indicate years in which zero bats of that species were recorded at that site.
Red points indicate the greatest decline in colony size following the first Pd detection
at a site (worst post-WNS decline; Figure 2). The worst post-WNS declines are not
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shown for colonies with an original colony size below 10 bats because these data
were excluded from the analyses.
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Figure 2. Trends in percent change in colony size over time. Percent change in colony
size was calculated between years using annual colony size counts (Figure 1) for each
species at a site (black circles). Percent change in colony size is plotted over years
since first Pd detection for 5 hibernating bat species (columns). Plots are further
subsetted into rows for each species by original colony size (determined as the colony
size prior to Pd detection at a site). The vertical dashed line indicates year of first Pd
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detection at a site. The horizontal solid line is plotted where changes in colony size
between years are stable (% change in colony size equals zero); values below this line
represent a decline in the colony size and values above this line represent an increase
in the colony size. Red points indicate the greatest decline in colony size following
the first Pd detection at a site (worst post-WNS decline) and correspond to the
greatest decline in colony size (Figure 1). Worst post-WNS declines are not shown
for colonies with an original colony size below 10 bats because these data were
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excluded from the analyses.
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Figure 3. Worst declines on record pre versus post-WNS. Boxplots with actual data
overlaid (points) of worst declines by species pre-WNS (pink bars) and post-WNS
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(blue bars). Sample sizes (numbers) for comparison between pre and post-WNS worst
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declines are reported above each set of points.
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Figure 4. WNS impacts by longitude and latitude. Log-transformed worst post-WNS
declines (red circles), back-transformed to percent change in colony size for
visualization, are plotted against longitude and latitude. Curve is fitted using the bestsupported model predicting the worst post-WNS declines by longitude and latitude
interacting with species as a linear and quadratic term (Table S4). Locations where
the worst post-WNS declines are less severe than species-specific the worst average
pre-WNS declines (blue dashed lines) indicate potential areas of spatial refugia from
WNS impacts.
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Figure 6. WNS-related impacts by annual surface temp (top panels) and Pd load by
annual air surface temperature (bottom panels. Top panels: Log10-transformed
population growth rates (red points) are back-transformed to percent decline for
visualization. Curve shows a model with linear and quadratic annual surface
temperature terms with species and longitude as a linear and quadratic curve
interacting with species (Table S5). Temperatures where the worst post-WNS
declines are less severe than the worst pre-WNS declines (blue dashed lines in top
panels) indicate potential areas of spatial refugia from WNS-related impacts. Bottom
panels: Pd load (points) represent mean values by site with standard error. Curve is
fitted from best-supported model that includes species additive with annual surface
temperature as a linear and quadratic term.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS:
Table S1. Number of hibernacula count surveys for 5 species of bats pre-WNS
and for years 0 – 11 following the year of WNS arrival.
preWNS
Species

preWNS

YR

YR0

YR1

YR2

YR3

YR4

YR5

YR6

YR7

YR8

YR9

YR10

YR11

(min,max)
myse

134

(-29,-1)

17

25

28

31

18

17

5

6

4

1

NA

NA

mylu

204

(-51,-1)

13

28

34

37

23

23

15

12

5

3

NA

1

pesu

238

(-51,-1)

39

46

47

47

31

26

18

13

7

3

1

2

myso

157

(-57,-1)

5

12

12

12

8

13

6

7

2

2

NA

NA

epfu

169

(-29,-1)

22

30

32

35

25

23

18

13

8

3

1

2

Table S2. Comparison of models predicting hibernacula temperature. Predictors
includes species (sp), linear and quadratic terms for longitude (long, long2) and
latitude (lat, lat2), and annual surface temperature as a linear and quadratic term
(annualT, annualT2). Degrees of freedom (df), AIC weights (ω) and delta AIC are
shown.
Predictor variables

df

ω

ΔAIC

lat + lat 2 + long

5

0.61

0.00

lat + lat2 + long + long2

6

0.38

0.93

lat + long

4

0.00

9.82

annualT + annualT2

4

0.00

27.77

winterT + winterT2

4

0.00

36.68

lat + lat2

4

0.00

40.17

winterT

3

0.00

61.58

1

2

0.00

231.06
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Table S3. Best-supported model predicting hibernacula temperature. Predictor
variables include latitude as a linear and quadratic term (lat, lat2) and longitude
(long).
Term

Estimate

se

t-value

P value

(Intercept)

67.66

14.72

4.596

<0.0001

lat

-3.05

0.71

-4.291

<0.0001

lat2

0.03

0.01

3.451

<0.001

long

-0.15

0.02

-6.719

<0.0001

Table S4. Comparisons of models predicting preWNS declines. Predictor varibles
include species (sp) and years since Pd detection.
Predictor
df

ω

ΔAIC

sp * ysd

11

0.94

0

sp + ysd

7

0.06

5.51

ysd

3

0.004

11.11

1

2

0

20.92

sp

6

0

17.16

variables

Table S5. Best-supported model predicting maximum preWNS declines.
Predictors include bat species and year since Pd detection (ysd) interacting with
species.
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P

Term

Estimate

se

t-statistic

epfu (reference)

0.35

0.12

2.79

<0.01

mylu

-0.42

0.14

-3.01

<0.01

myse

0.48

0.32

1.52

0.13

myso

-0.26

0.15

-1.77

0.08

pesu

-0.48

0.13

-3.61

<0.001

0.04

0.01

3.23

<0.01

mylu * ysd

-0.03

0.01

-2.30

0.02

myse * ysd

0.17

0.10

1.65

0.1

myso * ysd

-0.03

0.01

-2.25

0.03

pesu * ysd

-0.04

0.01

-2.89

<0.01

value

epfu * ysd
(reference)

Table S6. Model output comparing preWNS maximum single-year declines to
postWNS maximum single-year declines. The model included species, WNS
timestep (preWNS).
Term

Estimate

se

t-value

P value

epfu (reference)

-0.20

0.06

-3.53

<0.001

0.23

0.12

1.92

0.06

mylu

-0.21

0.07

-2.86

<0.01

myse

-0.49

0.10

-4.90

<0.0001

myso

-0.11

0.08

-1.34

0.18

epfu * preWNS
(reference)
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pesu

-0.09

0.07

-1.41

0.16

preWNS * mylu

-0.004

0.14

-0.03

0.98

preWNS * myse

0.77

0.25

3.04

0.003

preWNS * myso

0.01

0.15

0.05

0.96

preWNS * pesu

-0.09

0.13

-0.65

0.52

Table S7. Comparison of models predicting maximum single-year declines.
Predictors include species (sp), and linear and quadratic terms for longitude (long,
long2), latitude (lat, lat2), latitude adjusted for elevation (lat_adj, lat_adj2), annual air
surface temperature (annualT, annualT2), winter air surface temperature (winterT,
winterT2), hibernacula temperature (hiberT, hiberT2), hibernation length
(hiber_length), and colony size (colony_size). Degrees of freedom (df), AIC weights
(ω) and delta AIC are shown.
Predictor variables

df

ω

ΔAIC

sp * long + sp * long2 + annualT + annualT2

18

0.267

0

sp * long + sp * long2 + hiberT + hiberT2

18

0.245

0.17

sp * long + sp * long2 + winterT + winterT2

18

0.216

0.42

sp * long + sp * long2 + annualT + annualT2 + colony_size

19

0.145

1.22

sp * long + sp * long2 + annualT + annualT2 + hiber_length

19

0.1

1.97

sp * lat_adj + sp * lat_adj2 + sp * long + sp * long2

26

0.024

4.8

28

0.003

8.68

sp * lat + sp * lat2 + sp * long + sp * long2

26

0.002

10.2

sp + hiber_length

7

0

34.19

sp * long + sp * long2 + annualT + annualT2 +
sp * lat_adj + sp * lat_adj2

33

sp * annualT + sp * annualT2

16

0

34.63

sp

6

0

34.8

sp + colony_size

7

0

36.74

1

2

0

50.05

Table S8. Best-supported model predicting maximum single-year declines. Model
output includes predictor variables species and linear and quadratic terms for
longitude (long, long2) interacting with species.
Term

Estimate

se

statistic

P value

myse (reference)

106.80

46.70

2.288

0.02

mylu

-83.85

47.86

-1.752

0.08

pesu

-93.82

47.23

-1.986

0.05

myso

-188.30

50.66

-3.717

<0.001

epfu

-100.20

48.38

-2.071

0.04

myse * long (ref)

2.44

1.05

2.325

0.02

myse * long2 (ref)

0.01

0.006

2.347

0.02

myse * hiberT

-0.05

0.07

-0.749

0.45

myse * hiberT2 (ref)

0.004

0.003

1.181

0.24

mylu * long

-1.89

1.08

-1.753

0.08

pesu * long

-2.13

1.06

-2.006

0.05

myso * long

-4.38

1.15

-3.81

<0.001

epfu * long

-2.30

1.09

-2.101

0.04

mylu * long2

-0.01

0.006

-1.746

0.08

pesu * long2

-0.01

0.006

-2.017

0.05
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myso * long2

-0.03

0.007

-3.891

<0.001

epfu * long2

-0.01

0.006

-2.12

0.04

Table S9. Comparison of models predicting WNS impacts from Pd loads.
Predictor variables include species (sp), Pd load (Pd load), and linear and quadratic
terms for longitude (long, long2). Degrees of freedom (df), AIC weights (ω) and delta
AIC are shown.
Predictor variables

df

ω

ΔAIC

sp + Pd load

7

0.42

0

sp

6

0.40

0.06

1

2

0.11

2.68

sp * Pd load

11

0.07

3.49

sp * long + sp * long2 + sp * Pd load

16

0

11.84

Table S10. Comparisons of models predicting log10Pd load. Predictors include
species (sp), linear and quadratic terms for hibernacula temperature (hiberT, hiberT2;
predicted from the best-supported model, Table S3 & Figure S3) and annual surface
temperature (annualT, annualT2), Pd prevalence (Pd prev), relative days in
hibernation counted as days since August 1st (hiberdays), and longitude (long, long2).
Predictor variables

df

ω

ΔAIC

sp + annualT + annualT2 + Pd prev + hiberdays

10

0.984

0

sp + hiberT + hiberT2 + Pd prev + hiberdays

10

0.009

9.31

35

sp + annualT + annualT2 + Pd prev + hiberdays + sp *
long + sp * long2

18

0.006

10.11

sp + annualT + annualT2 + Pd prev

9

0

16.55

sp + annualT + annualT2

8

0

127.42

sp * annualT + sp * annualT2

16

0

132.83

sp * annualT

11

0

146.82

sp

6

0

154.52

1

2

0

260.43

Table S11. Best-supported model predicting log10 Pd load. Model output includes
predictor variables species, linear and quadratic terms for annual air surface
temperature (annualT, annualT2), Pd prevalence (Pd prev), and days in hibernation
calculated as days since August 1st (hiberdays).
Term

Estimate

se

t value

P value

myse (reference)

1.50

0.64

2.34

0.02

mylu

-0.08

0.16

-0.48

0.63

pesu

-0.17

0.15

-1.14

0.26

myso

-1.14

0.19

-6.11

<0.0001

epfu

-1.52

0.18

-8.24

<0.0001

annualT

0.35

0.08

4.18

<0.0001

annualT2

-0.02

0.00

-4.53

<0.0001

Pd prev

1.91

0.16

12.21

<0.0001

hiberdays

0.01

0.002

4.31

<0.0001
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Table S12. Correlation coefficients among predictor variables: hibernation length
(hiber_length), colony size (colony_size), latitude (lat), longitude (long), annual air
surface temperature (annualT), winter air surface temperature (winterT), and
hibernacula temperature (hiberT).
colony_
hiber_length

lat

long

annualT

winterT

hiberT

size
hiber_length

1

0.21

0.88

0.14

-0.71

-0.80

-0.64

colony_size

0.21

1

0.16

0.10

-0.13

-0.12

-0.14

lat
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Figure S1. Trends in colony size over time. Log10(colony size) by site, species, and
year (black circles) are plotted over years since first Pd detection for 5 hibernating bat
species (columns). Plots are further subsetted into rows according to the original
colony size (determined as the last recorded colony size prior to Pd detection at a
site). The vertical dashed line indicates year of first Pd detection at a site. Black
asterisks indicate years in which zero bats of that species were recorded at that site.
Blue points indicate the greatest decline in colony size prior to the first Pd detection
at a site and correspond to non-WNS-related declines in colony size. Red points
indicate the greatest decline in colony size following the first Pd detection at a site
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and correspond to the year in which maximum single-year declines were calculated
(Figure 2). There are no maximum single-year declines shown for colonies with an
original colony size below 10 bats because these data were excluded from the
analyses.
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Figure S2. Trends in percent change in colony size over time. Percent change in
colony size was calculated between years using annual colony size counts (Figure 1)
for each species at a site (black circles). Percent change in colony size is plotted over
years since first Pd detection for 5 hibernating bat species (columns). Plots are further
subsetted into rows for each species by original colony size (determined as the colony
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size prior to Pd detection at a site). The vertical dashed line indicates year of first Pd
detection at a site. The horizontal solid line is plotted where changes in colony size
between years are stable (% change in colony size equals zero); values below this line
represent a decline in the colony size and values above this line represent an increase
in the colony size. Blue points indicate the greatest decline in colony size prior to the
first Pd detection at a site and correspond to non-WNS-related declines in colony
size. Red points indicate maximum single-year declines for a species at a site and
correspond to the greatest decline in colony size (Figure 1). Maximum single-year
declines are not shown for colonies with an original colony size below 10 bats
because these data were excluded from the analyses.
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Figure S3. Hibernacula temperature by latitude with predicted curve. Hibernacula
temperatures measured by HOBO data loggers (circles) against latitude of the
hibernacula and best-supported predicted curve predicting hibernacula temperature
with predictor variables linear and quadratic terms for latitude and longitude (Table
S2 & S3).
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Figure S4. Hibernacula temperature (measured using HOBO dataloggers during
winter) by annual surface temperature (obtained through PRISM).
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Figure S5. Worst post-WNS decline by longitude and latitude. The worst post-WNS
decline is shown by latitude (top panel) and longitude (bottom panel) with colored
curves overlaid representing the linear model predicting the worst post-WNS
declines, and which included the following predictor variables: species interacting
with longitude as both linear and quadratic terms, and species additive with latitude
and years since Pd detection as linear and quadratic terms. This model was better
supported than the same model excluding years since Pd detection (black curve) by 3
AIC points.
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best-supported model.

SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS
Estimating hibernation emergence date:
In 2014, Norquay & Willis (2014) PIT-tagged bats at St. George's Cave in central
Manitoba, Canada (51.444683, -97.361255) and measured emergence times of
marked bats. She found emergence dates to be around May 16th (288 days since Aug
1st). Meyer et al. (2016) used electronic detectors to measure bat activity over 13
years at Neda Mine, Wisconsin (43.4214, -88.5376) and estimated emergence dates
between April 10 - 20th. We chose the midpoint in this range as the emergence date -
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April 15th (257 days since August 1st). We then calculated the relationship between
latitude and emergence date using these data points:
emergence_day1 = 257
•

emergence_day2 = 288

•

lat1 = 43.4214

•

lat2 = 51.444683

•

b = emergence_day1

•

m = (emergence_day2 - emergence_day1) / (lat2 - lat1)

•

emergence_date = b + m * (latitude - lat1)

•

emergence_date = 257 + 3.786 * (latitude - 43.4214)
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ABSTRACT
Anthropogenic processes have resulted in rapid environmental change, which
threatens species with novel environments and multiple stressors, including
introduced pathogens. The persistence of populations depends, in part, on their ability
to respond by trait change via evolution or plasticity. White-nose syndrome (WNS) is
an emerging infectious disease that has caused sharp declines in several North
America bat species. WNS appears to kill bats by disrupting hibernation, leading to
depletion of fat reserves and starvation. Some populations of one species, Myotis
lucifugus, that initially declined sharply, now appear to be persisting with WNS. We
measured infection prevalence and intensity and fat content in early and late winter
during early WNS invasion (winters of 2008 & 2009) and again eight years later
(winter of 2016) at six sites where bats are now persisting to determine whether these
bats now have higher fat stores. Over eighty percent of bats in all six persisting
populations became infected with the fungus causing WNS, but fungal loads were
moderate compared to other declining populations. Fat reserves in early winter were
significantly higher in four of the six persisting populations than during initial WNS
invasion. We used physiological models of energy use to show that these higher fat
stores could reduce WNS mortality by up to 64%. These results suggest that
differences in fat storage may have substantially reduced the impacts of this disease,
and may provide a mechanism for management intervention to help conserve bat
populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Anthropogenic processes have resulted in rapid environmental change, which
threatens species with novel environments and multiple pressures. The persistence of
populations in the face of anthropogenic change depends, to some degree, on their
ability to respond demographically or by trait change at the population level –
whether through selection or phenotypic plasticity (Darimont et al. 2009; Daszak et
al. 2001; Dirzo et al. 2014; Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; Hendry et al. 2008;
Williams et al. 2008). Rapid evolutionary responses by hosts to novel pathogens have
allowed some species to persist and recover (e.g. rabbits and Myxoma virus (Ratcliffe
et al. 1952); house finches and Mycoplasma gallisepticum; Bonneaud et al. 2011)
while other species have been driven extinct (e.g., chytridiomycosis; Skerratt et al.
2007). Identifying host traits that enable persistence can be critical to help facilitate
management efforts to recover populations following perturbations (Hobbs et al.
2011).
In the past decade, the disease white-nose syndrome (WNS), caused by the
fungal pathogen, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), has caused widespread
declines in hibernating bats in North America and now threatens several species with
extinction (Frick et al. 2010; 2015; Langwig et al. 2012). Pd infects the epidermis of
hibernating bats during winter causing gross lesions in infected skin tissue (Langwig
et al. 2015; Meteyer et al. 2009), a cascade of physiological responses (including
hypotonic dehydration, hypovolaemia, and metabolic acidosis), disruption of
hibernation patterns and sickness behavior (Turner et al. 2016; Verant et al. 2014;
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Warnecke et al. 2013). In healthy bats, arousals during winter hibernation are
infrequent (representing only 1% of hibernation time expenditure; Kayser 1965) but
are energetically costly, using 80-90% of total stored fat reserves throughout the
winter (Thomas et al. 1990). Pd-infected bats arouse more frequently resulting in
premature depletion of fat reserves, and presumably starvation via two potential
mechanisms that may be operating differently among individuals or synergistically:
(1) increased arousals over winter hibernation occurring ~every 7.93 ± 2.49 days
compared to uninfected bats at ~every 16 ± 6.65 days (Lorch et al. 2011; Reeder et al.
2012; Thomas et al. 1990; Warnecke et al. 2012), or (2) energetic costs associated
with sickness behavior (fever, immune response, etc.; Turner et al. 2016).
While many colonies of multiple species have been extirpated or continue to
decline from WNS, some colonies of the little brown bat Myotis lucifugus in the
northeastern USA appear to have stabilized following initial declines (Frick et al.
2015; Langwig et al. 2012; Maslo et al. 2015). It is unclear how these colonies are
able to persist. However, several potential mechanisms include: (1) reduced
transmission from density-dependent disease dynamics (Anderson and May 1992),
(2) attenuated virulence of the pathogen (Alizon et al. 2009), (3) environmental
refugia (Daskin et al. 2011), (4) resistance to infection by bats, as suggested by recent
work showing lower pathogen loads in some colonies (Langwig et al. 2017); or (5)
tolerance of infection (Frick et al. 2017), either via less disruption of hibernation
behavior (Lilley et al. 2016), or greater fat stores, which could allow animals to
tolerate more frequent arousals or sickness behavior (Lacki et al. 2015).
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Greater fall fat reserves allow bats to tolerate energetic costs of WNS and
persist with the disease. Several recent studies have investigated this hypothesis.
Powers et al. (2015) investigated trends in body mass index over three years (2009,
2011, 2013) following Pd invasion at sites in western Virginia for three bat species,
Myotis lucifugus, Perimyotis subflavus, and Myotis sodalis. They did not find any
evidence that improved body condition was related to increased WNS survival (Karen
et al. 2015). Lacki et al. (2015) investigated trends in body mass and body condition
prior to (2011 and 2012), during (2013), and following Pd invasion (2014) and found
that M. lucifugus surviving WNS in 2014 had significantly greater body mass. Reeder
et al. (2012) found a weak relationship between survival and body mass index in M.
lucifugus during Pd invasion in the northeast. In captive M. lucifugus, bats beginning
hibernation with greater body condition had significantly higher over-winter survival
(electronic supplementary material, figure S5, & method S1). These studies
demonstrate considerable variation in trends in body mass or body condition in
response to Pd invasion. It is unclear if differences between these studies reflect
spatial variation in the response of bats to WNS, or if sampling biases in terms of
sample sizes and thorough temporal sampling (pre, during, and post Pd invasion) are
contributing to this variability. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that bats have
greater fall fat stores using direct measurements of fat content and during winter
hibernation. We used energetic models to examine whether greater fat could help
explain the persistence of little brown bats at these sites. We predicted that bats now
persisting with WNS would have greater winter fat reserves.
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METHODS
Sites
We measured fat reserves at six sites in the northeastern US during initial
WNS invasion (2008 and 2009) and again roughly eight years (2016) in colonies
persisting with WNS (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Specific dates of
WNS arrival at each of these sites is unknown but is presumed to have occurred
between 2008 and 2009, with the most severe declines occurring within the first two
years of arrival (Frick et al. 2010; Langwig et al. 2012).
Data collection
We measured fat reserves in early winter (November to December) and again in
late winter (February to March) to assess fat loss over hibernation (electronic
supplementary material, table S1). We sampled 19 – 20 M. lucifugus per site per
visit with a roughly even sex ratio (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
During early and late winter visits, we collected bats in the same roost locations
within each site to reduce confounding influences of potential relationships
between within-site heterogeneity in microclimate and energetics of roosting bats.
However, at one site, Williams Hotel, during late winter sampling in 2016, bats
were no longer present at the front of the mine where early winter samples were
taken. Therefore, we sampled bats from another section of the mine in late winter.
In the winter of 2008 (October 2007 – April 2008) and the winter of 2009
(October 2008 – April 2009), we collected bats and measured fat mass using
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Soxhlet analyses. We collected bats during early (November through December)
and late winter (February through March) from roosting locations inside
hibernacula, recorded body mass, and euthanized them via overdose of isoflurane
followed by cervical dislocation. We stored these samples at 4°C for up to 2
weeks and then transferred them to Boston University where we measured total
body fat mass by lipid extraction with a Soxhlet apparatus using 3:1 solution of
95% ethyl alcohol and petroleum ether (Reynolds et al. 2009). We calculated fat
mass (g) as the difference between dry mass before lipid extraction and lean dry
mass after lipid extraction. We also calculated proportion body fat as the total
body fat (g) divided by body mass (g) at time of collection.
In the winter of 2016 (October 2015 – April 2016), we first sampled bats for Pd
infection at their roosting location by swabbing bats using a polyester-tipped swab
(Fisher Scientific 23-400-116) five times across the forearm and five times across
the muzzle (Langwig et al. 2015). We stored swabs in RNAlater until processing
to preserve genomic DNA (Puechmaille et al. 2011). We measured Pd prevalence
and fungal loads on bats from swabs using quantitative Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) (Muller et al. 2013) as described previously (Frick et al. 2017).
At a subset of our sites (Walter Williams Preserve, Graphite, and Williams Hotel),
we photographed the left wing of each bat illuminated by Ultraviolet light (9 Watt
DC LW UV custom-made by Way Too Cool LLC, Glendale, AZ) to visualize Pd
infection in wing tissue and to examine Pd infection severity (McGuire et al.
2016; Turner et al. 2014). After collecting swab samples and UV photos of wings
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in situ, we transported bats in cloth bags inside coolers (maintained at room
temperature, 17-24C) from the hibernacula to a mobile unit housing a
Quantitative Magnetic Resonance (QMR) scanner to measure body fat. We used
QMR, rather than Soxhlet analyses for measuring fat mass because it can be done
on live bats and in a relatively short period of time, which minimizes disturbance
to bats. QMR has been validated for a range of species, including little brown bats
(Guglielmo et al. 2011), providing body composition measurements that are
directly comparable to Soxhlet analyses (McGuire and Guglielmo 2010). The
QMR scanner was maintained at 17-24°C inside the temperature-controlled van.
We calibrated and validated the accuracy of the QMR using 5.02g and 15g canola
oil standards before and after sampling at each site. Bats were fully aroused and at
euthermic body temperature when processed. Each bat was gently inserted into
and restrained by a 3-cm internal diameter plastic tube outfitted with breathing
holes (EchoMRI-Bird-Mini-HLDR-ASM, product number 600-000533B). The
tube was then placed inside the QMR scanner. Each scan took 2-3 minutes and we
scanned each bat twice. We averaged fat measurements from repeated scans to
produce a single estimate of total body fat for each bat. In order to distinguish
between variation in body fat and body size, we also measured forearm length
using digital calipers (± 0.01 mm) and weighed each individual using a digital
scale (± 0.01g). We calculated the percent fat as the amount of fat measured by
QMR divided by the body mass of each bat. We measured body fat using QMR at
all sampling events in 2016 except for late hibernation sampling at Hibernia Mine
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where we measured forearm length and body mass (using methods described
above) and used these measurements to calculate percent fat based on the
relationship between measured QMR fat and body mass; electronic
supplementary material, figure S1). After QMR sampling, we placed bats in bags
inside coolers, and transported them back to their roosting location and released
them.
Statistical analyses
All analyses were run in program R version 3.3.0(Team 2016).
Pd prevalence and fungal load on bats in 2016
We examined Pd prevalence using a generalized linear mixed effects model (with
a binomial response and a logit link) and Pd load using a linear mixed effects
model (package lme4). We first examined whether Pd prevalence and load
increased over hibernation time (days since the fall equinox), and included
hibernation time as a continuous fixed effect and site as a random effect. We then
examined whether Pd prevalence or load correlated with either sex or percent fat
of a bat within each hibernation sampling time period (early or late winter;
electronic supplementary material, table S1), and included percent fat, sex, and
hibernation time (early or late winter) as fixed effects and site as a random effect.
We used Akaike Information Criteria with a correction for small sample size
(AICc; package MuMIn; Burnham 2003) to compare models.
Site-specific differences in body condition
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We compared percent fat between bat colonies sampled in winters 2008 and
2009 and 2016 at each site to account for site-specific differences in winter fat
reserves in bats. For each of the six sampled sites, we fit beta regression linear models
(function betareg in package betareg; Cribari-Neto and Zeileis 2009) to percent fat
data rather than a linear model based on data that fat decreases nonlinearly over
hibernation (Reichard et al., in preparation). We compared models between the two
sampling time periods (2008/2009 and 2016), sex of the sampled bat, days in
hibernation (calculated as the days since the fall equinox for each respective year),
and interactions between these terms as fixed effects (electronic supplementary
material, table S4). We used AICc, as described above, to compare models. We used
beta regression models because the data (percent fat) were constrained between 0 and
1 and because analyses with log or arcsine-square root transformed data resulted in
residuals that were non-normal.
Predicted WNS mortality from greater winter fat reserves
We used physiological models to calculate the potential reduction in mortality
that might have resulted due to differences in fat stores between winters 2008/2009
and 2016 (Supplementary Methods 1). Our model assumed that bats began winter
with an initial quantity of body fat (fatinit, grams), spent fat throughout winter (fatspent,
grams), and were left with some quantify of body fat at the end of winter (fatlate = fatinit
- fatspent). For fatinit values, we used measured fat from our study collected in 2008 and
2009 to represent fat stores of bats prior to and during invasion of WNS and
measured fat collected from 2016 to represent fat stores for bat colonies after
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establishment of WNS. The parameter fatspent was calculated as the sum of fat used
during four main phases of hibernation: steady-state torpor (fatspent_torpor), warming
(fatspent_warming), cooling (fatspent_cooling), and steady state normothermia during arousal
(fatspent_arousal). Fat spent for each of the hibernation phases was calculated according
to an energetic model (Thomas et al. 1990), where fat spent is the product of:
metabolic rate for each phase (ml O2g-1 h-1; see electronic supplementary materials,
table S2 for values; (Thomas et al. 1990), initial body mass of the bat (g), total time
spent in hibernation phase (h), and a unit conversion factor (20.1 J / 1 ml O2) * (1 mg
fat / 39.3 J). We used Thomas et al. (1990) model because it was better in predicting
fat use for free-ranging little brown bats during hibernation in a previous study than
two more complex models (Jonasson and Willis 2012). For the purpose of our model,
late winter fat content was calculated as the difference between early winter fat
content (measured) and fat spent (calculated). All estimates for parameters used in
this model, including metabolic rate, arousal duration, arousal frequency,
warming/cooling duration, torpor duration, and hibernation length are included in
electronic supplementary materials, table S2.
Bats whose late winter fat content was less than a critical amount needed for
survival (fatlate < fatcritical) did not survive winter. We estimated fatcritical at 0.2 grams
based on the 90th percentile of late winter fat distribution with mean and standard
deviation as measured from our data in 2008 and 2009 (function qnorm; electronic
supplementary material, figure S2). We then calculated the percent mortality by site
as the fraction of bats that did not have sufficient fat stores (0.2g) at the end of winter.
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We calculated percent mortality for three time periods: prior to Pd invasion, during
Pd invasion (2008 and 2009), and following Pd invasion (2016).
Results
Pd prevalence and fungal loads on bats in 2016
In 2016, most bats were infected in early winter (Pd prevalence across sites
82.3% ± 7.8%), and Pd prevalence nearly saturated at 100% by late winter (mean Pd
prevalence: 95.0% ± 4.5%, figure 2). Pd loads increased over hibernation at five of
six sites (figure 2 & electronic supplementary material, table S3; at the sixth site,
Williams Hotel, bats in early and late winter were sampled from different sections of
the mine). We did not find Pd presence or load to vary with percent fat or sex of the
bat (electronic supplementary material, table 3).
Site-specific changes in body condition
Fat stores in early winter were significantly greater in bats sampled in 2016
than in 2008 and 2009 at four out of six sites (figure 3 & 4, electronic supplementary
tables, S4 & S5) and when examined collectively across all sites (electronic
supplementary material, table S6). At sites where bats were fatter, they were
significantly fatter in 2016 by an average of 0.8 ± 0.009 g, exceeding natural interannual variation in body mass (0.1 ± 0.08 g and 0.2 ± 0.25 g, electronic
supplementary material, figure S4). At three of these four sites (Aeolus, Graphite, and
Williams Preserve), the rate of fat loss over winter did not differ between 2008-9 and
2016 (tables S4 & S5), whereas at Hibernia Mine, bats lost fat most slowly over
winter in 2016 than 2008-9 (tables S4 & S5). At two sites (Barton Hill and Williams
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Preserve) fitted models suggested that early winter fat composition was lower in 2016
than 2008-9 (figure 4). In addition, at Williams Hotel, the best-fit model suggested
that 2016 bats started with less fat in early winter but lost fat more slowly than 2008-9
bats (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, table S4 & S5).
Fat stores were significantly higher in female bats than males at three of the
six sites (electronic supplementary material, figure S3; tables S4 & S5).
Predicted WNS mortality from greater winter fat reserves
We calculated mortality prior to, during, and after WNS mortality at four sites
(Aeolus, Williams Preserve, Graphite, and Hibernia) where we found that bats had
greater fat reserves in 2016 (figure 5). Average winter mortality at these sites
estimated using the energetic model was 6 ± 3% prior to WNS arrival and 69 ± 17%
in 2008 and 2009 (figure 5). Greater fat reserves in 2016 were estimated to decrease
mortality by an average of 65 ± 2% (figure 5).

Discussion
We found evidence that persisting colonies of M. lucifugus in 2016 were
significantly fatter in early hibernation compared to bat colonies in 2008 and 2009.
Energetic models suggested that increases observed in early hibernation fat reserves
could lead to reductions in WNS mortality by 62 - 72%. Our results provide evidence
that bats in some remnant colonies of M. lucifugus have greater winter fat reserves
but that this could only partly explain the persistence of these colonies with WNS.
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Several studies, including ours, have now investigated the role of fat or body
condition of bats in regards to WNS survival. Our results support the findings of
Lacki et al. (2015) that bats surviving WNS have greater body mass. Lacki et al.
(2015) found an increase of ~1 g increase in body mass in 2014 following Pd arrival
to Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, and WNS mortality, which is comparable to the ~0.8g
increase we found in persisting bats in 2016 at our sites in the northeastern US. In
contrast to these results, Powers et al. (2015) found no relationship between survival
and body condition. Several variables may account for differences between these
studies. Powers et al. (2015) conducted their study in Virginia where colonies of M.
lucifugus do not appear to be persisting. It is possible that spatial variability in WNS
disease severity or in host adaptive ability may preclude any added benefits of greater
fat reserves. We also found variability in host response among our sites, suggesting
that spatial variability in host response exists, and that additional mechanisms may be
at play in determining host persistence with WNS.
Other mechanisms are necessary to fully explain persistence of bats with
WNS. We found that nearly all bats were infected by late winter, suggesting that
these colonies of M. lucifugus are not surviving WNS by escaping Pd infection; these
results are concurrent with another broader study of Pd across North America (Frick
et al. 2017). However, we found that Pd loads were moderately low compared to
other sites where Pd has been present for more than five years (Frick et al. 2017),
suggesting that bats may be exhibiting resistance, as has been documented at some
sites (Langwig et al. 2017). Decreased arousal frequency could also contribute to
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continued persistence of WNS-affected bats, and has been suggested as an
explanation for persistence at one site (Lilley et al. 2016). However, this site also had
much lower ambient temperatures and roosting temperature is known to influence
arousal frequency (Brack and Twente 1985; Twente et al. 1985). Further, bats at this
site had much higher arousal durations, so it’s not clear whether their energy
expenditure would be higher or lower than bats exhibiting hibernation behavior
during WNS declines. Hibernacula temperatures could also contribute to bat
persistence. Lower hibernacula temperatures have been correlated with lower WNS
mortality (Langwig et al. 2012), possibly due to lower energy expenditure by bats
during hibernation (Brack and Twente 1985; Twente et al. 1985), reduced Pd growth,
or both. Additional research is needed to integrate the effects of these, and possibly
other, factors to fully determine how little brown bats are persisting with WNS.
Several mechanisms could result in bats having higher fat composition in
early winter. First, phenotypic plasticity in fat reserves could result in significant
differences in fat in bats among years. For example, inter-annual variation in prey
availability in fall possibly due to decreased resource competition could lead to higher
fat composition. However, temporal data from two large colonies in New York and
Wisconsin suggest that early winter body mass does not drastically vary interannually (electronic supplementary material, figure S4) and weather data between
spring emergence and winter hibernation in 2008 and 2015 did not differ markedly
(figure S6). Temporal body condition data from Virginia also suggests that there is
little inter-annual variation in body fat following WNS arrival (Karen et al. 2015).
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Second, directional selection could cause population shifts in body condition if fatter
bats are better able to survive infection during hibernation and reproduce (figure 3).
In all cases, increasing fat composition would require altered behavioral responses by
bats leading to higher quantities or different quality prey items prior to winter (Frank
et al. 2014) or changes in energy expenditure by bats prior to winter.
Thus far, most conservation efforts for WNS have been centered on treating
bats or reducing Pd the environment (Cheng et al. 2016; Cornelison et al. 2014; Hoyt
et al. 2015; Zhang, Chaturvedi and Chaturvedi 2015) during winter hibernation when
WNS most heavily impacts bats (Langwig et al. 2015). Our study suggests that
management efforts that increase bats’ ability to increase fat stores in fall may help
facilitate population persistence. M. lucifugus are dietary generalists, primarily
consuming emerging aquatic insects (Belwood and Fenton 1976; Clare et al. 2013;
Anthony and Kunz 1977). Management actions that protect and restore aquatic
habitats, especially near hibernacula may facilitate greater fall fat accumulation.
Managing habitats to increase bats ability to increase fat stores before winter has
several advantages as a management strategy. First, it can be done in combination
with other conservation efforts occurring during winter. Second, there is no
associated risk with causing additional mortality due to disturbance during
hibernation. Improving body condition may facilitate both increased survival and
greater reproductive success and this can facilitate the evolution of resistance or
tolerance (Kilpatrick 2006; Maslo et al. 2015). Finally, further investigation should
focus on other bat species affected by WNS that may also exhibit greater body mass
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in response to WNS (Lacki et al. 2015). Employing these conservation strategies may
provide critical relief and facilitate recovery as WNS impacts continue to threaten
North American bat populations.
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Figure 1. Hibernation survey counts of M. lucifugus at five sites (temporal sampling
of M. lucifugus at Aeolus Cave do not exist) included in this study. Asterisks
represents approximate year of WNS arrival at each site. Years of fat sampling 2008
and 2009 and 2016 are indicated (grey bars).
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Figure 2. Pd Prevalence and fungal loads in bats sampled in 2016 in early and late
winter (x-axes show days since August 1st) in six persisting M. lucifugus populations.
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(A) Points show Pd prevalence ±1 SE based on a binomial distribution. (B) Points
show mean log10 transformed fungal loads in attograms. Bats were sampled from a
different location at Williams Hotel Mine in late winter (denoted by an asterisk), and
thus, these data are not directly comparable between early and late winter.
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Figure 3. Kernel density plots of body fat measured in bat populations from 2008 and
2009 and 2016 in early winter (first row) and late winter (second row). No
measurements were made in early winter in 2008 and 2009 at Williams Preserve or
Barton Hill.
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Table S1. Total sample size by site and sex by site from 2007-09 (greyed boxes) and
2016 sampling events.
Female
Year

Hibernation

Date

Site

Male Bats

TOTAL Bats

Sampled

Sampled

Bats
Sampled

Phase

Sampled
Sampled

2008-

Early

11/18/08

24

12

36

2009

Late

3/27/09

25

14

39

Early

11/17/15

11

9

20

Late

3/9/16

8

12

20

Late

3/26/08

5

13

18

Early

11/6/15

10

9

19

Late

3/4/16

14

6

20

2008-

Early

11/18/08

16

11

27

2009

Late

3/19/09

13

13

26

Early

11/5/15

5

15

20

Late

3/10/16

5

15

20

2008-

Early

11/25/08

12

15

27

2009

Late

3/15/09

25

12

37

Early

11/18/15

5

15

20

Late

3/21/16

7

13

20

Early

12/17/08

18

0

18

Late

2/12/08

2

2

4

Aeolus
2016

2008Barton

2009

Hill
2016

Graphite
2016

Hibernia
2016

2008Williams

2009 /

Hotel

2007 2008
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Early

11/13/15

6

14

20

Late

2/17/16

11

9

20

Late

2/14/08

8

4

12

Early

11/13/15

10

10

20

Late

2/16/16

10

10

20

2016

2007Williams

2008

Preserve
2016

Table S2. Estimates gathered from the literature for variables used in calculation of
estimated mortality based on energetic models. To standardize differences in early
winter sampling, we subtracted days from the total of 175 days based on the date of
early winter sampling (e.g. if bats were sampled on October 10th, we calculated the
remainder of their hibernation time as 175 – 10 = 165 days).
Variable

Value

Reference

0.02 ml O2 g-1 h-1 (steady-state torpor)
8.29 ml O2 g-1 h-1 (euthermic phase)
metabolic rate

Thomas et al. (1990)
-1

-1

5.86 ml O2 g h (warming phase)
3.95 ml O2 g-1 h-1 (cooling phase)
arousal duration

86 minutes

Lilley et al. (2016)

0.05 arousals / day (pre-WNS)

Lilley et al. (2016) &

arousal frequency

Warnecke et al.
0.15 arousals / day (peak-WNS)
(2012)

hibernation duration

175 days - (sampling date - Oct 1)

73

Meyer et al. (2016)

warming/cooling
45 minutes

Thomas et al. (1990)

duration
hibernation duration - (arousal
torpor duration

duration + warming duration + cooling

NA

duration)

Table S3. Model summaries from best-supported models for Pd prevalence and Pd
load.
RANDOM
RESPONSE

testTERM

ESTIMATE

SE

EFFECT

ΔAIC
statisic

(Intercept)

2.33

0.30

7.71

Hibernation Time

0.78

0.25

3.04

sd Site (random effect)

0.36

NA

NA

(Intercept)

1.28

0.92

1.40

Hibernation Time

1.11

0.38

2.91

Percent Fat

5.55

4.67

1.19

sd Site (random effect)

0.4

NA

NA

(Intercept)

5.81

0.18

32.72

Hibernation Time

0.26

0.05

4.92

sd Site (random effect)

0.42

NA

NA

sd_Observation.Residual

0.77

NA

NA

(Intercept)

5.76

0.31

18.55

Hibernation Time

0.28

0.09

2.96

Percent Fat

0.26

1.29

0.20

0

Pd
1|site
Prevalence
0.55

0
log10(Pd
1|site
Load)

74

0.39

sd Site (random effect)

0.42

NA

NA

sd_Observation.Residual

0.77

NA

NA

(Intercept)

5.79

0.31

18.83

Hibernation Time

0.08

0.26

0.32

Percent Fat

0.41

1.31

0.31
1.34

Hibernation * Percent
Fat

1.02

1.31

0.77

sd_(Intercept).site

0.39

NA

NA

sd_Observation.Residual

0.77

NA

NA

Table S4. Site-specific changes in percent fat using beta regression linear models.
Model comparisons by AICc are made with predictor variables hibernation days
(Days), sampling timepoint, 2007-09 or 2016 (Year), sex of the sampled bat (Sex),
and interactions between sampling year and sex (Year * Sex) and for year and sex
varying over hibernation days (Year * Days, Sex * Days).
Degrees
AIC
Site

Predictor Variables

of

ΔAICc
Weights

Freedom
Days + Year

4

0

0.469

Days * Year

5

1.89

0.188

Days + Year + Sex

5

1.9

0.182

Days * Year + Sex

6

3.86

0.071

Year + Days * Sex

6

3.94

0.065

Days * Year + Days * Sex

7

5.97

0.024

Aeolus

75

Barton Hill

Days

3

56.39

0

Days * Sex

5

60.21

0

Year

3

163.88

0

Year + Sex

4

164.88

0

Year * Sex

5

165.4

0

1

2

192.03

0

Sex

3

194.11

0

Days + Year + Sex

5

0

0.998

Days + Year

4

13.12

0.001

Days

3

14.5

0.001

Year

3

79.18

0

Year + Sex

4

80.56

0

Sex

3

84.14

0

1

2

85.16

0

Days + Year + Sex

5

0

0.676

Days + Year

4

1.71

0.288

Days

3

6.2

0.036

Year

3

52.55

0

Year + Sex

4

53.48

0

1

2

60.89

0

Sex

3

63.13

0

Days + Year + Sex

5

0

0.375

Days * Year + Sex

6

1.01

0.243

Year + Days * Sex

6

1.66

0.167

Days * Year + Days * Sex

7

3.03

0.089

Williams
Preserve

Graphite

76

Hibernia

Days + Year

4

3.09

0.081

Days * Year

5

4.4

0.045

Days

3

32.07

0

Days * Sex

5

35.13

0

Year + Sex

4

123.45

0

Year * Sex

5

124.38

0

Year

3

124.5

0

1

2

136.42

0

Sex

3

137.96

0

Days * Year

5

0

0.311

Days * Year + Days * Sex

7

0.56

0.215

Days * Year + Sex

6

1.27

0.165

Days + Year

4

1.16

0.175

Days + Year + Sex

5

2.61

0.085

Year + Days * Sex

6

3.58

0.05

Days

3

63.07

0

Days * Sex

5

64.32

0

Year

3

97.47

0

Year + Sex

4

99.47

0

Year * Sex

5

100.43

0

Sex

3

132.73

0

1

2

135.03

0

Days * Year

5

0

0.351

Days

3

0.57

0.258

Days * Year + Days * Sex

7

2.73

0.089

Williams
Hotel

77

Days * Year + Sex

6

2.44

0.104

Days + Year

4

2.72

0.09

Days * Sex

5

3.65

0.057

Days + Year + Sex

5

4.75

0.033

Year + Days * Sex

6

5.99

0.018

1

2

13.59

0

Year * Sex

5

15.54

0

Year

3

15.63

0

Sex

3

15.7

0

Year + Sex

4

17.89

0

Table S5. Coefficients from best-supported models in analyses of site-specific
changes in percent body fat.
ESTIMAT
SITE

TERM

STATISTI

P

C

VALUE

SE
E

Year 2007-09
-1.1

0.06

-17.04

<0.001

DAYS

-0.01

0

-17.61

<0.001

Year (2016)

0.48

0.06

8.52

<0.001

(phi)

83.6

9.4

8.9

<0.001

-0.34

0.13

-2.58

<0.01

DAYS

-0.01

0

-13.42

<0.001

Year (2016)

-0.31

0.09

-3.51

<0.001

(Reference)
Aeolus

Year 2007-09,
Female
Barton Hill

(Reference)
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Male

-0.25

0.06

-4.22

<0.001

(phi)

164.29

30.74

5.34

<0.001

-0.87

0.06

-13.98

<0.001

DAYS

-0.01

0

-14.7

<0.001

Year (2016)

0.35

0.05

6.34

<0.001

Male

-0.12

0.05

-2.31

0.05

(phi)

91.85

11.99

7.66

<0.001

-0.98

0.09

-10.83

<0.001

DAYS

-0.01

0

-9.75

<0.001

Year (2016)

0.29

0.13

2.36

0.05

DAYS * Year

0

0

1.86

0.06

(phi)

79.33

9.47

8.38

<0.001

-0.81

0.21

-3.86

<0.001

DAYS

-0.01

0

-3.35

<0.001

Year (2016)

-0.51

0.22

-2.29

0.05

DAYS * Year

0.01

0

2.22

0.05

(phi)

163.37

29.3

5.58

<0.001

-0.98

0.16

-6.22

<0.001

DAYS

-0.01

0

-10.3

<0.001

Year (2016)

0.39

0.13

3.04

<0.01

Year 2007-09,
Female
(Reference)
Graphite

Year 2007-09
(Reference)

Hibernia

Year 2007-09
(Reference)

Williams Hotel

Year 2007-09,
Female
Williams Preserve

(Reference)

79

Male

-0.14

0.07

-2.11

0.05

(phi)

129.63

26.98

4.8

<0.001

Table S6. Changes in percent body fat across all sites examined via linear mixed
effects models. Model comparisons by AICc are made with predictor variables
hibernation days (Days), sampling timepoint, 2007-09 or 2016 (Year), sex of the
sampled bat (Sex), and interactions between year and sex (Year * Sex) and for year
and sex varying over hibernation days (Year * Days, Sex * Days).
AIC
ΔAICc
Predictor Variables

df

Weights

Days * Year + Sex

7

0

0.644

Sex

8

1.3

0.336

Days + Year + Sex

6

8.65

0.009

Days * Year

6

8.65

0.009

Year + Days * Sex

7

10.64

0.003

Days + Year

5

15.99

0

Days

4

137.02

0

Days * Sex

6

140.56

0

Year + Sex

5

481.57

0

Year * Sex

6

483.48

0

Year

4

483.82

0

1

3

586.73

0

Sex

4

588.76

0

Days * Year + Days *

80

4

Measured fat (g)

3

2

1

0
6

8

10

Body mass (g)
Figure S1. Early winter fat reserves (g), measured using QMR, plotted against body
mass (g), where each point is an individual bat (fat = 0.65 * body mass – 3.49; N =
217; R2 = 0.89; p < 0.001).
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Figure S2. Kernel density (line) and histogram (grey bars) of late hibernation fat (g)
measured in M. lucifugus in 2009. We estimated a fat threshold (red dashed line)
where bats with late winter fat below this threshold and falling within the lower 90th
percentile suffer mortality (red shaded area).
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Figure S5. Probability of winter survivorship with 95% confidence intervals varying
by early winter fat reserves. Survivorship is predicted from a Cox proportional
hazards model based on body mass index based on data from captive bats (electronic
supplementary material, method S1). We used a relationship between early winter
body mass index and measured fat to examine the relationship between early winter
fat reserves and winter survivorship (plotted line with 95% CI). Early winter fat
increases from an average of 1.5 g in2008 and 2009 (blue solid line) to an average of
2.2g in 2016 (pink solid line). This 1.5-fold increase in fat corresponds to an average
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hosts are torpid for extended periods (Langwig et al.
2015c). Impacts are highly variable, with some species
experiencing severe population declines and/or site level
extirpations (e.g. Myotis lucifugus and Myotis septentrionalis), while other species are far less impacted (e.g. Eptesicus fuscus, Myotis leibii) (Frick et al. 2010, 2015; Langwig
et al. 2012). Currently, no effective treatments for WNS
have been demonstrated. Given the rapid declines caused
by the disease, a treatment or control strategy for WNS is
urgently needed.
The use of naturally occurring microbiota to treat disease
is widespread in agriculture (Weller 1988) and has increased
recently for both human (Borody & Khoruts 2012) and wildlife disease (Bletz et al. 2013). For example, several species
of bacteria have recently been examined as possible treatment agents for the amphibian pathogen, Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis (Bd), including the bacterium, Janthinobacterium lividum, which was isolated from a Bd-resistant salamander, Plethodon cinereus (Brucker et al. 2008).
Application of these bacteria in a laboratory study prevented
fungal infection and the disease, chytridiomycosis, and eliminated the severe mortality (85%) normally caused by Bd in a
highly susceptible frog species, Rana muscosa (Harris et al.
2009). More broadly, the skin microbiome has the potential
to provide an important protective community for hosts
against pathogens (Belden & Harris 2007), and this barrier
could be particularly important for bats exhibiting downregulated immune function during hibernation (Meteyer et al.
2009; Moore et al. 2013).
Bacteria from the Pseudomonas fluorescens species complex isolated from bat skin have demonstrated growth
inhibition of Pd in vitro, suggesting that these bacteria
could be useful for WNS management (Hoyt et al. 2015).
These bacteria are also widely used as probiotics in agriculture (Cook & Baker 1983; Weller & Cook 1983; Keel
et al. 1992) and aquaculture (Gram et al. 1999) and have
been investigated as a tool for protecting wild amphibian
populations against chytridiomycosis (Lauer et al. 2007;
Myers et al. 2012). A related species, Pseudomonas veronii-like PAZ1, was recently isolated in Europe and has
exhibited strong anti-Pd properties in vitro (Frtize, Pham
& Zaspel 2012). Pseudomonas bacteria interact with fungi
via multiple pathways including the production of antimicrobial metabolites (e.g. 2-4 DAPG) and competition for
iron via siderophore production (Ligon et al. 2013; Mascuch et al. 2015).
We conducted in vivo treatment experiments with captive bats to test the effectiveness of a strain of Ps. fluorescens (designated Pf1) isolated from a big brown bat
Eptesicus fuscus (Hoyt et al. 2015) to reduce WNS disease
severity and mortality in the highly impacted species, the
little brown bat M. lucifugus. We examined efficacy of
two application periods relative to when bats acquire Pd
infection to provide greater flexibility for field application.
First, we examined effectiveness of applying Pf1 simultaneously with Pd inoculation to simulate treatment of bats
in early winter when most bats first acquire infection

(Langwig et al. 2015c). We also examined applying Pf1
3 weeks prior to Pd inoculation to emulate treatment in
fall before the onset of hibernation and Pd infection
(Langwig et al. 2015c). We hypothesized that treatment
both prior to and simultaneous with Pd exposure would
reduce disease severity and mortality.

Materials and methods
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We randomly assigned 85 wild-collected, male little brown bats
into five groups of 17 individuals each (Simultaneous Pf1 application, Pre-exposure Pf1 application, Pd Control, Pf1 Control and
Sham Control) (see Table S1, Supporting Information). Each
treatment group was housed separately in a nylon mesh cage,
and all six cages were placed in a single hibernaculum chamber
(CARON, Model 6040-1, Marietta, OH, USA) that was maintained at a constant temperature of 7 °C and 98% relative
humidity. Little brown bats naturally cluster during hibernation
so we housed bats in each treatment group together in a cage to
reduce stress. To accommodate clustering as well as constraints
on space within the chamber and the number of bats we were
permitted to collect from the wild, our design resulted in a single
replicate cage per treatment. Previous laboratory infection experiments of bats and WNS have followed a similar design (Lorch
et al. 2011; Warnecke et al. 2012; Johnson et al. 2014). In our
experiment, co-housing may have influenced survival and arousal
patterns if behaviour of individuals within a group influenced cohabitating bats (Turner et al. 2015), but was unlikely to confound
disease severity metrics measured on individual bats. Replicating
cages within treatments would have required many more bats,
which was not possible given the severe declines experienced by
this species due to WNS.

ANIMAL COLLECTION AND HANDLING

We collected bats on 29 November 2013 from a hibernaculum in
central Manitoba, Canada, where WNS has not been detected.
At the time of collection, we swabbed bats for Pd by rubbing
sterile polyester swabs (Fisherbrand synthetic tipped applicators
23-400-116) five times on the forearm and five times on the muzzle (Langwig et al. 2015c) and stored swab samples in RNAlater
at !20 °C until testing. We extracted swabs and tested for Pd
using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Muller
et al. 2013) to confirm that collected individuals were negative for
Pd. Prior to the first treatment, we measured mass ("0#1 g) and
forearm length ("0#01 mm) to calculate body condition index
(mass/forearm length). We banded each bat with a lipped forearm band (Porzana Ltd., East Sussex, UK) and attached an iButton (Thermochron DS1922L-F5#) to record skin temperature
(Tsk) every 10 min. We modified iButtons following Reeder et al.
(2012) to reduce their mass and marked each iButton with a
unique pattern for individual identification. Bats in each cage
were provided with a single water dish (Petri plate filled with
water), which was refilled twice each week by a tube extending
outside the chamber to prevent disturbance. All bats were handled for the same amount of time and received application of
Ps. fluorescens, Pd or sham inoculum according to their treatment group (Table S1).
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generalized linear model with a binomial distribution to compare
disease prevalence, defined as the proportion of bats exhibiting a
metric of WNS (Pd load, Surface Pd, UV fluorescence, Lesions),
among treatment groups. We analysed variation in TBD over
time for 9–12 bats in each treatment group (i.e. those with functioning iButtons) using linear mixed models (function lme in
package NLME) and included bat ID as a random effect to
account for multiple measurements from each bat. We determined whether an individual exhibited decreased TBD as a symptom of WNS by comparing the slope of TBD vs. time between
Sham Control bats and all other bats (i.e. we assessed the interaction between time and treatment group). If this slope was significantly lower for a given bat compared to Sham Control bats, we
considered this evidence of disrupted torpor behaviour. We used
pairwise log-rank survival analyses to compare survival between
treatment groups using function survdiff in package SURVIVAL. We
compared the number of lesions among treatment groups by fitting generalized linear mixed models with a zero-inflated geometric distribution using function zeroinfl in package PSCL to the
total number of lesions in 5–6 tissue sections per bat (tissue sections were included as an offset). We also fit models with a negative binomial distribution, but the estimated theta parameter was
1!04, and since the geometric distribution is a special case of the
negative binomial distribution with theta (or k) = 1, the geometric distribution was preferred based on AIC; DAIC = 1!98. We
used linear mixed models to compare the fraction of the skin’s
surface area infected with Pd, after normalizing the data with an
arcsine square-root-transformation, and we included bat ID as a
random effect. We used linear models (function lm) to compare
arcsine square-root-transformed UV fluorescence and log10-transformed Pd loads among treatment groups.
We report one-tailed P-values for comparisons between Simultaneous Pf1, Sham Control and Pd Control groups based on
our a priori hypothesis that Simultaneous Pf1 treatment or no
infection would be beneficial compared to Pd-infected bats.
However, we report two-tailed P-values for all other comparisons, including comparisons between Pre-exposure Pf1 treatment
and Pd-infected bats because differences did not support our
hypothesis and were in the opposite direction of our a priori
prediction.

Results
DISEASE SEVERITY AND SURVIVAL

Disease severity increased over time, differed among treatments and was not correlated with initial body mass index
(Figs 1 and 2; Table S3). Severity in Simultaneous Pf1

bats was significantly reduced compared to Pd Control
bats in four out of five disease severity metrics (number
of lesions, surface fungi, UV fluorescence and TBD)
(Figs 1 and 2; Table S4; Fig. S2). In contrast, severity in
Pre-exposure Pf1 bats was significantly greater than Pd
Control bats for all five metrics (number of lesions, surface fungi, UV fluorescence, Pd load and TBD) (Figs 1
and 2; Table S4; Figure S2), and thus, the data did not
support our a priori predictions about the impact of this
treatment. The zero-inflated model indicated that Simultaneous Pf1 treated bats with lesions had marginally fewer
lesions than Pd Control bats (P = 0!06; Table S4), but
were not significantly different in the probability of having at least one lesion compared to Pd Control bats
(P = 0!25; Table S4). In contrast, Pre-exposure Pf1 bats
had a marginally greater probability of acquiring a lesion
compared to Pd Control (P = 0!06; Table S4), whereas
those that had lesions did not differ significantly in the
number of lesions compared to Pd Control bats
(P = 0!65; Table S4).
Survival varied between treatments (Fig. 1; Table S2).
The Pfl Control group had the highest survival, and bats
treated with Pf1 at the time of exposure to Pd had significantly higher survival compared to untreated Pd-infected
bats and equal or higher survival than the Sham Control
group. Most other comparisons were not significant,
including the comparison of Pre-exposure Pf1 bats and
untreated infected bats (Pd Control group). Although
Simultaneous Pf1 bats had higher survival than Pd and
Sham Control bats for much of the experiment, substantial mortality in the final 10 days eliminated these
differences.

DISEASE PREVALENCE

There were no differences between Pf1-treated and Pdinfected groups in the fraction of bats detected with Pd
based on qPCR or those with superficial surface fungi
based on histology (Fig. S3; Table S3). In contrast, fewer
Simultaneous Pf1 bats had detectable sign of WNS by
UV florescence, disrupted torpor patterns, or mortality
compared to Pd Control bats, whereas more Pre-exposure
Pf1 bats had detectable WNS by UV florescence and disrupted torpor patterns compared to Pd Control bats
(Fig. S3; Table S4).

Fig. 1. Comparison of white-nose syndrome (WNS) severity among treatment groups along a gradient in disease progression. WNS disease severity is shown along a progression of increasing disease manifestation (indicated by the right-facing arrow): exposure to Pd (Pd
load) leads to superficial (Surface Fungi) and dermal invasion (UV/Lesions), which leads to increased arousals [torpor bout duration
(TBD)], which results in fat depletion and death (Mortality). WNS disease severity for Sham Control (purple), Pf1 Control (grey), Pd
Control (red), Simultaneous Pf1 (orange) and Pre-exposure Pf1 (blue-green) are shown for six disease metrics. Pd load, Surface Fungi,
UV fluorescence and Lesions: Circles show the average ("1 SE) number of lesions, per cent surface fungi on each tissue section, per cent
area with fluorescing Pd and log10(Pd load) for each of 17 individual bats per treatment group. Lines show the best-fitting model
(Table S4). TBD: Points indicate the duration of time since last arousal and segments connect torpor bouts of individual bats in each
treatment group. Lines show the predicted TBD over time from the best-fit model (Table S4). The slope of the dashed lines was not significantly different from zero, and the slopes of solid lines formed three groups which were significantly different from each other: Simultaneous Pf1 = Sham Control = Pf1 Control < Pd Control < Pre-exposure Pf1 (Table S4). Survival curves: The fraction of each group of
17 bats remaining alive for the first 185 days of hibernation (125 days post-Pd inoculation) is shown. Shared letters (A, B) at the end of
each line indicate treatment groups that do not differ significantly in pairwise log-rank survival tests (Table S2).
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WNS metric
WNS mortality
Lesions (Histology)
Surface Pd (Histology)
UV
Pd load (qPCR)
Torpor bout length

Simultaneous Pf1 Pre-exposure Pf1
(P = 0·04)

(P = 0·87)

(P = 0·06)

(P = 0·06)

(P = 0·01)

(P = 0·05)

(P < 0·001)

(P = 0·08)

(P = 0·27)

(P < 0·0001)

(P < 0·001)

(P < 0·001)

Fig. 2. Summary of the degree of white-nose syndrome (WNS)
disease severity relative to Pd Control for Pre-exposure Pf1 and
Simultaneous Pf1 treatment groups. Red upward facing arrows
represent increased WNS disease severity; blue downward facing
arrows represent decreased WNS disease severity. Associated
P-values compare the treatment group to Pd Control (Table S4).
Gradient in red and blue colour represents significance levels,
with solid blue/red indicating significance at a < 0!05 and muted
colours representing marginal significance at a < 0!10. Black bars
represent no significant difference compared to Pd Control.

fat stores, suggesting that Pf1 treatment did not have any
pathological effects in the absence of Pd. In addition, bats
treated with Pf1 at the same time as Pd exposure had
higher survival compared to untreated infected bats (Pd
Control) and lower disease severity across most of the disease metrics we examined.
The disparity in disease outcomes between Pre-exposure and Simultaneous Pf1 bats suggests that the mechanism for successful Pf1 application is dependent on
treatment timing. Neither Pre-exposure nor Simultaneous
Pf1 treatment prevented Pd colonization since Pd was
detected on all bats in these groups and fungal loads
were similar on Simultaneous Pf1 and Pd Control bats.
However, bats infected with Pd and treated with Pf1
simultaneously had significantly reduced Pd invasion
(assessed by UV and histology) and showed no increase
in arousal frequency, which has been proposed as a precursor to disease-induced mortality (Reeder et al. 2012;
Warnecke et al. 2012, 2013; Verant et al. 2014). We
found no evidence that our application of Pf1 persisted
or amplified on bats during the experiment because bats
in Pf1-treated groups did not differ in prevalence of
Ps. fluorescens by the end of the experiment
(Appendix S2; Table S6). Thus, interaction between Pf1
and Pd is likely restricted to short-term impacts following application and potentially functions by delaying
fungal invasion via production of antifungals (Brucker
et al. 2008), resource competition (e.g. iron sequestration;
Ligon et al. 2013; Mascuch et al. 2015) or reducing colonization (Warmink et al. 2011). In contrast, pre-exposure
application of Pf1 appears to compromise some degree
of natural resistance, potentially by disrupting the natural skin microbiome, and resulted in higher severity of
Pd invasion (although without a detectable increase in
mortality). Given the importance of treatment timing,
application of Pf1 should take place in early hibernation
at sites where Pd has established and when Pd prevalence is near 100% (Langwig et al. 2015c).

Our study suffers from pseudoreplication (Hurlbert
1984), in that we had a single cage for each of our treatments. We grouped bats in a single cage for ethical reasons because little brown bats are highly social and
cluster during hibernation. Replication of experimental
groups (cages) was also limited by the number of hibernation chambers available, space within each chamber and,
most importantly, the number of bats we could collect
from the wild. Cage effects are most likely to influence
comparisons of torpor patterns, which could in turn affect
mortality, if an arousal by one bat disturbed other individuals in that cage (Turner et al. 2015). However, differences among groups in other metrics of severity (Pd load
by qPCR, UV fluorescence, lesions, surface fungi) are less
likely to be caused by cage effects because all infected bats
were inoculated with a single high dose of Pd. Results
from all five WNS metrics were very similar; thus, it is
more likely that differences in all disease metrics were due
to treatments rather than cage effects, but cage effects
cannot be ruled out.
Our results suggest that Ps. fluorescens could be a useful tool for disease management of wild bat populations
affected by WNS. Pseudomonas bacteria are commonly
found on hibernating bats throughout eastern North
America (Hoyt et al. 2015) (Appendix S2; Table S5).
Thus, treatment with this bacterium effectively represents
bio-augmentation, which is beneficial in reducing impacts
of non-target effects. Due to the rapid spread of WNS
and the urgency for action, we recommend a small-scale
field trial as the next step in development of Pseudomonas
as a treatment for WNS. Such a trial should be conducted
in a human-made habitat (e.g. a mine, to prevent potential non-target effects on cave-dwelling organisms) with
treatment timed to coincide with Pd infection. These trials
should furthermore be conducted within an adaptive management framework and in compliance with biological
control protocols for other systems (e.g. chytridiomycosis;
Woodhams et al. (2011)). Future studies might also
improve treatment efficacy by determining the mechanism
of Ps. fluorescens-Pd inhibition and by applying different
doses and strains of Ps. fluorescens. Given the uncertainty
associated with the mechanism of action, treatment with
Ps. fluorescens should be focused at sites where Pd has
recently arrived and where bats are likely to decline precipitously, and to focus on the most susceptible species,
rather than at sites where bats are persisting with Pd
(Langwig et al. 2015a).
The importance of resident microbes in health and disease is becoming increasingly evident (Cho & Blaser
2012). Concurrently, recent advancements in microbial
biotechnology and bioinformatics have expanded the
potential of probiotics to be developed as tools in disease
management (Rebollar et al. 2016). The recent emergence
of several virulent, multihost and rapidly spreading infectious diseases (e.g. chytridiomycosis, white-nose syndrome, Batrachochytrium salamandrivorans, west nile
virus) highlights the critical need for rapid development of
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disease management tools for conservation (Voyles et al.
2014; Langwig et al. 2015a). Probiotics represent a
promising alternative to traditional antimicrobials. Our
experiment provides an important step in the development
of Ps. fluorescens as a probiotic agent that could be further developed as a disease management tool against
WNS. Further progress in the protection of imperilled bat
populations in North America will require an adaptive
management approach that should include field trials for
probiotics and other biological agents (Cornelison et al.
2014) and exploration of other interventions, such as
habitat decontamination (Bosch et al. 2015) and microclimate manipulations (Boyles & Willis 2010; Langwig et al.
2012; Johnson et al. 2014; Grieneisen et al. 2015; Wilcox
& Willis 2016). Rapidly leveraging results of these studies
is important for directing long-term strategies to halt the
rapid decline and extirpation of many bat populations.
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CONCLUSION

WNS is amongst several recent EIDs that have caused far-reaching impacts on
wildlife populations. Chytridomycosis and avian malaria have caused multiple
species extinctions in amphibian and Hawaiian avian populations, respectively
(Skerratt et al. 2007; Vanriper et al. 1986), West Nile virus has caused widespread
declines in North American avian populations (LaDeau, Kilpatrick, and Marra 2007),
and the spread of the bacterium Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) has led to declines
and rapid evolution in house finches (Bonneaud et al. 2011; Hochachka and Dhondt
2000). The incidence of EIDs, and particularly fungal EIDs, have been on the rise
(Fisher et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2008). Each new EID provides another example of
patterns and processes that can drive disease impacts, which is critical for
understanding and predicting impacts of that disease on host populations, but also for
anticipating effects of other EIDs. Current protocols for a national response to
wildlife EIDs are non-existent (Voyles et al. 2015). Given the rapid and severe
impacts caused by some EIDs on plants and animals, rapid and effective protocols for
wildlife disease management need to be developed to prevent species extinctions.
Tools for disease management are also underdeveloped (Langwig, Voyles, et al.
2015). The development of tools, whether specific or broad, help to build an arsenal
from which more rapid and effective responses to wildlife diseases can be made.
The results of this work suggest that investigation of heterogeneity in spatial,
temporal, and host-specific patterns in disease impacts can provide critical
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information regarding which mechanisms are related to increased survival or
persistence. Examination of spatial and temporal patterns of WNS impacts suggest
that some colonies of bats are be able to persist with WNS, either because
temperatures are less suitable to Pd growth (southern refugia) or because hostspecific mechanisms (higher fat reserves in some northeastern M. lucifugus colonies)
allow for persistence with WNS over time. As bat colonies in other regions decline
and some go locally extinct from WNS, protection of persisting colonies becomes
critical. Reducing WNS impacts via treatment (e.g. probiotic treatment) and/or
supplementing early winter hibernation fat reserves by restoring or improving fall
habitat may also be needed. Given the dynamic nature of rapidly emerging diseases, a
diversity of tools are needed in order to employ the most effective and appropriate
strategy at the right stage and scale (Langwig et al. 2015). For example,
understanding spatial patterns among species can help identify species and
populations at the greatest risk of disease impact. At the same time, it is important to
investigate those populations able to persist with the disease over time. Finally, given
the rapid and severe nature of many disease-induced impacts, it is important to
develop potential disease treatments to apply to those species or populations at
greatest risk. Thus, developing both a broad and specific understanding of disease
processes can help inform conservation at multiple levels.
More generally, understanding variation in disease impacts and the underlying
causal mechanisms may help us understand differences between major groups of
EIDs. Fisher et al. (2012) raised awareness, and to some degree a great deal of alarm,
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regarding the potential for fungal pathogens to cause disease-induced host extinction,
due in part to the emergence of both WNS and chytrdiomycosis in vertebrate hosts.
The high rate of decline and extinction caused by chytridiomycosis raised caution for
similar scenarios of decline and extinction for bats when WNS first emerged. Fisher
argued that certain characteristics of fungal pathogens (multi-host, environmental
reservoir with a persistent spore and possible saprophytic stage) attribute to both
severe and sustained declines in hosts (Fisher et al. 2012). Drawing upon similarities
among fungal diseases could help us to anticipate impacts, patterns, and processes
that could help design and implement rapid responses to prevent extinction in affected
hosts, if imminent. In order to fully understand similarities and differences among
fungal pathogens, further investigation should focus on synthesizing patterns and
processes. For example, can we utilize similar conservation tools among fungal
pathogens affecting variable hosts? Should we expect rapid evolutionary host
responses in hosts of fungal pathogens as we did for house finches combatting
Mycoplasma gallisepticum infection? Finally, should we expect temperature-driven
pathogen replication to be a common mechanistic driver in disease impacts for fungal
pathogens due to survival and potential reproduction outside the host, or the labile
temperatures of hosts impacted by fungal pathogens?
The breath of this work suggests that the patterns we have observed in WNS
are shared with other fungal diseases, but that WNS is also unique among other
fungal diseases. Early in WNS emergence in North America, several species were
predicted to go extinct due to WNS. Probiotic treatment options similar to those
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developed for other fungal pathogens, including chytridiomycosis (Woodhams et al.
2015; Rebollar et al. 2016), appeared promising, at least in theory, and in this body of
work we describe one potential probiotic treatment {Cheng:2016iq}. However, while
probiotic treatment may provide an important tool for conservation, it is also
important to take into the account the difficulty of applying treatments on hibernating
bats, which differs hugely from probiotic application in other systems (i.e. frogs, fish,
plants, etc.). Similar issues arise in understanding how different hosts respond to
different pathogen types. Bacterial and viral pathogens are often associated with rapid
co-evolutionary processes between host immune defense and pathogen virulence
(Alizon et al. 2009). While host immunity against fungal pathogens also exist, they
utilize different pathways (Romani 2004). WNS is unique among all diseases in that
there is no evidence for host immune defense against Pd infection (Moore et al. 2013;
Moore et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2015). Instead, physiological mechanisms, such as
increased fat reserves as described in this body of work, appear to be more important
in determining host persistence with WNS, which is also a characteristic unique to
this system. Finally, given the importance of climatic variables on fungal biology, it is
expected that greater patterns in disease-related impacts would be strongly influenced
by environmental variables. We found that temperature-dependent pathogen growth
does play a role in WNS-related impacts, but we also found that other unexplained,
unexplored, and potentially unique processes also contribute to WNS-related impacts.
Thus, finding the areas of similarity can be key to helping improve effective disease
management tools and strategies, but unfortunately, despite commonalities among
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similar pathogen types, host-pathogen-environment interactions are likely unique in
some respects and will require specific investigation.
If larger patterns do exist between disease dynamics of different pathogen
types and associated disease-related impacts, then determining the mechanisms
underlying heterogeneity in impacts can help managers to more quickly identify
which processes are more likely driving disease impacts, and therefore, what type of
strategies might be more effective in preventing severe host impacts. However, at the
same time, unique interactions may also drive important disease patterns and
processes and careful comparisons and contrasts should be conducted for developing
conservation strategies and tools. Given the increasing emergence of diseases, both in
humans and wildlife, a substantial increase in our knowledge and toolbox of
management interventions is needed to prevent further losses to biodiversity.
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